
The Pix vision is to revolutionize the way 
businesses and consumers become 
better informed and make better 
decisions through the use of 3D and 
virtual reality technology.

PropertyMax experiences are exceptionally detailed, 
immersive, and built on leading-edge, gaming technology.

 Sell to anyone, anywhere – Provide guided tours to teams of  
 clients, even in remote locations. Overcome scheduling   
 difficulties or geographic distances to enlarge your lead pool.

 Attract interest – Bring prospects to your property, company, or  
 city through gamification for marketing, education, and   
 e-commerce.

 Commit clients quickly – Immersive models are ideal to initiate  
 pre-sales, to make design decisions, appreciate cost   
 implications, and visualize larger properties or regions of a city.

 Save time – Reduce travel time and scheduling conflicts.   
 Shorten deal cycles for less vacancies and more rental income.

 Save money – Decrease holding costs on development   
 projects. Eliminate the cost of physical sales models and   
 showrooms.

 Increase customer engagement and expand your revenue  
 opportunities – Build in sponsorships and seasonally specific  
 activities.

Visually communicate your property vision 
and value through highly immersive 3D 
environments.

Your Virtual Reality Experts For CRE.
Learn more at www.Pix-Virtual.com
E: info@Pix-Virtual.com
P: 281.299.3159

Accelerate Property Marketing
with Compelling Virtual Reality



Multiple properties
(City, region or university campus): 
 VR models offer optimal visualization and    
  communication of design concepts and their   
  implications on the surrounding community.   
  Integrate data layers to display anything from market  
  data to building and demographic information –   
  allowing for more rapid and accurate planning or   
  investment decisions.

 Create a virtual campus for marketing and    
  entertainment via seasonal or themed events. This   
  interactive, virtual campus encourages recruitment,   
  facilitates new and prospective student orientation,   
  and alumni engagement. Once a virtual environment  
  exists, gamification can convert it to a destination –   
  increasing brand or property awareness.
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TESTIMONIAL

The PropertyMax offering is a transformational step in the way commercial properties are marketed and 
sold. Not only is it a superior method for visually communicating proposed builds or developments, but the 
VR marketing model is a breakthrough in terms of increasing geographic marketing possibilities, decreas-
ing holding costs, and completely rewriting the commercial lease and purchase cycle. The varied applica-
tions for these models continues to unfold, and we are excited to bring these possibilities to fruition.

— Mark Kingston, RealNex Chairman

TESTIMONIAL

  Single properties:
  PropertyMax models are interactive and immersive applications that
  transform the sales and leasing process. Prospective tenants can
  experience the virtual environment with a guide, in a scripted sequence,
  or navigate freely on their own. Allow clients to fully appreciate property   
  amenities or to make selective changes to personalize the space.
  Condominiums, apartment complexes, subdivisions, retail, office space and   
  even industrial properties configured as VR models increase visualization,   
  reduce sales and lease cycles, improve tenant retention, decrease holding
  costs, and increase income.

Other Applications: 
 Retail property owners and tenants can bridge the   
  bricks-to-clicks divide through directly embedded   
  marketing and gamification.

 Employ VR models for sales training and retail   
  operations.


